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1 Introduction
Information Security is a major problem on the Internet today. The Computer Science community
has spent a large amount of time and money identifying specific problems and devising numerous
effective technical solutions to these problems. Unfortunately, security is still a large problem
despite technologically effective solutions. This is because many of the security problems are both
technical and social in nature.
Ross Anderson, in his important paper “Why Cryptosystems Fail” (Anderson, 1993) showed
that in almost all of the cases when banks had security failures, effective technical solutions exist
to prevent that failure. However, there was a largely-unnoticed social dimension to security that
really caused the failure. This was either because the attacker was able to confuse and deceive
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legitimate users, or (more commonly) the legitimate users chose not to use the technical security
solutions.
Trying to understand and predict the behavior of users, which is necessary since all systems
have users, is outside of the domain of traditional Computer Science. Fortunately, the field of
Economics has developed a rich set of tools and techniques for doing this. Applying this toolbox
to the problems of information security has yielded many interesting and useful results, but much
work still needs to be done.
2 The Economics of Security
Concepts from Economics have proven very useful when applied to information security problems.
People play a fundamental role in the use of all technologies, and understanding how and why
people make decisions about information security technologies is essential to providing good security.
Currently, the field of ‘Economics of Security’ is very young, with relatively few good papers. The
primary workshop1 in the field is now only four years old.
Most of the work in this area has been applying economic concepts to specific information
security problems that have proven particularly difficult to solve with traditional computer science,
such as Digital Rights Management, vulnerability management, spam email, and privacy. A second
body of work in this field concerns the industry that has been built up around information security.
This includes questions about how and where to spend money on information security, how to
properly share information about security breaches, and the effects of insecurity on others in the
industry. Finally, there is a body of work regarding general theories of information security and
economics. My sub-categorization of this field is illustrated in Figure 1. This section deals with
each of these areas in turn.
2.1 Digital Rights Management
Digital content, such as digital movies, music, and books, has been embraced by the public. Music
can be downloaded from the Internet cheaply and easily shared with friends. However, this low-cost
1WEIS: Workshop on the Economics of Information Security
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copying has proven itself a thorn in the side of the content industries as it allows people to easily
copy their products from others without paying for them. Despite the fact that this is illegal under
copyright law, it is impractical for the content industry to sue hundreds of thousands of teenagers
to stop this practice.
Digital Rights Management (DRM) is a technological solution to this problem in copyright.
However, experience has shown that effective (secure) DRM technologies are extremely difficult to
achieve in practice. This has not prevented some companies (like Apple) from rolling out DRM
solutions that they knew could be broken. These imperfect DRM systems increase the barriers to
copyright infringement, hopefully just enough that most people would rather buy than infringe.
Politically, DRM is a hot topic. Many content industries claim that if Congress doesn’t mandate
some form of DRM, then they will not have enough profits to continue making new content. Con-
sumer groups claim DRM is eroding their fair-use rights. DRM technology vendors are concerned
with convincing both content producers and consumers to adopt their technologies. Overall, there
are many interesting questions regarding these new technologies.
The overarching questions here are How does the introduction of Digital Rights Management
technologies change the landscape for digital content? How does the ability to circumvent (at a cost)
DRM technologies factor into this?
DRM technologies have proven difficult for computer scientists. Most computer scientists ap-
proached the problem by trying to provide ‘security,’ as if it were some binary state (its either
secure or its not). Perfect security for DRM is extremely difficult, as it has competing goals: to
provide access to digital content and to restrict access to that digital content. However, imperfect
DRM is doable. Imperfect DRM provides access but makes certain types of access artificially more
cumbersome than they would otherwise be.
The DRM industry has three classes of agents: Content Producers, Platform Providers, and
Consumers. This is very similar to what economists are currently calling a “two sided market.”
(Rochet and Tirole, 2003) Content producers want to sell their content to consumers, but have the
problem that consumers can then do many things with this content that the producers don’t want
them to, such as share it on the Internet with the consumer’s closest million friends. Platform
providers have the technology that enables consumers to use content, but only if producers have
placed their content on the platform.
All digital content must exist on some type of platform, or combination of hardware and software
that can be used to view/use/access the content. DRM platforms are content platforms that include
some technology that attempts to artificially restrict the content’s use beyond what would normally
be implied by standard technology and legal controls. This technology usually involves encryption
and asking permission of the content producer to use the content. DRM platform providers then
have to convince both the content producers and the consumers simultaneously to use their platform
to access content.
In this type of industry, there are many interesting questions that can be raised. What will the
organization of the DRM platform industry look like? What strategies will businesses need to use
to succeed in this industry? What changes will DRM technologies cause in the content industries,
or for consumers? Is DRM technology socially desirable, and what kinds of policy levers for DRM
are available that can affect this new technology?
2.1.1 Organization of the DRM Platform Industry
One avenue of work regards competition in the DRM platform industry. Here, there are both
strategic questions (What strategies can help businesses succeed?) and competition policy questions
(What strategies should be regulated by anti-trust?) that have been asked.
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First, I consider strategic questions for businesses in this industry. Acquisti (2004a) has a
network effects model that looks at the incentives for content providers and consumers to adopt a
given DRM platform, and gives some insight on strategies that DRM platform providers can use to
gain leverage over open platforms. Sundararajan (2004) discusses general strategic pricing issues
related to digital content in the face of piracy, and one line of concern includes pricing with DRM
technologies.
Now, what questions does DRM raise for competition policy? Park and Scotchmer (2004)
study various models of collusion among DRM providers and provide theoretical evidence that
some methods of collusion might not be socially inefficient. However, they do not have any solid
rules about what is inefficient and should be subject to anti-trust regulation, leaving the door open
for further research in this area. Anderson (2003) attempts to understand some of the possible
anti-trust effects that hardware security technologies developed for use in DRM may have. This
technology can also strongly enable lock-in and many anti-competitive behaviors that must be
carefully monitored. He mainly cites possible actions, but doesn’t formally analyze what self-
interested agents are likely to do, nor does he study possible interventions. These are open questions.
2.1.2 DRM and Content
DRM technologies will cause changes in the digital content market. These changes can be in how
the the content is priced, what content is made available, or in what possible uses the content has.
There are a few studies that attempt to address these changes and determine what implications
these have for policy and strategy.
Park and Scotchmer (2004) and Acquisti (2004a) study the optimal pricing of digital content
using DRM technologies, and have results that the price of content is likely to decrease relative to a
perfect legal enforcement regime, because illegitimate copies of the content compete with legitimate
content. It is still an open question if there are any strategic pricing concerns for DRM, and what
effects these changes will have on the markets.
Acquisti was the first to my knowledge to comment on the types of content that are likely
to exist on a DRM platform. Using a characterization from Mackie-Mason, Shenker, and Varian
(1996), he suggests that high-value niche goods are more critical to the success of DRM platforms
than low-value mass-market goods. I will attempt to expand on this insight and develop some
policy questions in Section 3. A question along these same lines which hasn’t been studied much
yet is what effect DRM technologies will have on incentives for creation of new content aside from
the obvious one of increasing the profitability of digital content.
Bergemann, Eisenbach, Feigenbaum, and Shenker (2005) study the options and possible changes
that DRM enables in the uses of digital content. Since DRM can be used to limit certain uses but
not others, content providers have a choice which uses to limit. This paper looks at flexibility
very generically and studies what level of flexibility would content providers choose. It is an open
and interesting question to determine which uses content providers will want to limit (what way
will they operationalize the flexibility level they chose), and to see if these decisions are socially
beneficial. Another interesting question is how the ability to restrict uses of digital content can
change the incentives for innovation.
2.1.3 DRM Policy
There are many interesting public policy issues related to Digital Rights Management. The first
question concerns how desirable DRM technologies are in society, and society’s need for these
technologies. Elements of competition policy were address in Section 2.1.1. There are policy
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questions around the changes in content from the previous subsection. Finally there are open
questions as to mandating DRM technologies.
Oberholzer and Strumpf (2004) and Givon, Mahajan, and Muller (1995) both study the effects
that the piracy of digital content has. Since DRM technologies were designed to prevent piracy,
these studies directly apply to the social desirability of DRM technologies. Additionally, Samuelson
and Scotchmer (2002) studies the social desirability of reverse engineering, which is another use
that DRM technologies were designed to prevent. These study leave it unclear whether DRM
technologies are needed or not.
The changes in content listed in the previous subsection leave an open question whether these
changes are desirable for society. Will DRM technologies affect the development of new content
adversely by reducing the pool of existing content to build from? Additionally, if certain types of
DRM technologies are not socially desirable, what are some efficient methods of enforcement?
Finally, numerous people have called for mandating DRM technologies by law. One example
is the recent attempts to pass a ‘broadcast flag’ law, which is a law that mandates support in
broadcast television sets and recording equipment for a flag that can be set by the content providers
instructing the devices to not record a given piece of content. Is such mandatory DRM technology
socially beneficial? It is definitely more cost effective than forcing the content providers to develop
effective anti-recording technology, but may not be socially desirable.
2.2 Vulnerabilities
Vulnerabilities are pieces of information that allow unauthorized hackers to access computers. More
specifically, vulnerabilities are bugs in software that can be exploited by hackers to run arbitrary
programs that the hackers write. Information about these vulnerabilities is valuable to attackers
because it is necessary for hacking.
Information about these vulnerabilities is also valuable to defenders because it tells them about
holes in their defenses that need fixing. This gives a number of good guys an incentive to publicize
this information so “attackers aren’t the only ones who have it.” Information about vulnerabilities
is also valuable in the market as it adds useful information about software quality to consumers
purchase decisions, thereby putting pressure on software companies to improve their quality.
The overarching question for this area is What value does information about vulnerabilities in
software have?
Understanding vulnerabilities has proven difficult for computer scientists. At their base, vul-
nerabilities are just software bugs, so much of the existing software engineering literature applies.
However, they are special both because they are particularly bad bugs, and because they can pro-
vide specific extra value to other people, thereby incenting these people to discover and exploit
them. Computer scientists are effective at discovering them, fixing them, and understanding just
how potentially bad a problem vulnerabilities are (Beattie, Arnold, Cowan, Wagle, Wright, and
Shostack, 2002). But, they are very ineffective at understanding the social effects of vulnerabilities,
understanding the desirability of the good guys searching for them, changing the incentives for
disclosure, or other such peripheral activities.
The research questions here center around three themes. The first concerns the public disclosure
of vulnerability information. The second concerns incentives for discovering vulnerabilities. The
last discusses the effects of vulnerability information on the software market.
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2.2.1 Public Disclosure
Information about vulnerabilities has different value to different parties. Attackers love it when
such information is made public, as it makes their jobs easier. Software companies hate it, as
it exposes the flaws in their work. Security professionals are torn. On one hand, making such
information public helps them to know what the problems in their systems are, and helps them to
fix them. This information being made public also puts pressure on software companies to reduce
security problems. On the other hand, this information also makes the hacker’s job easier, leading
to more security problems. This is particularly true when the information is made public before
the software company (the vendor) can produce a fix.
Most of the research in this area addresses the question “Should someone who finds a vulnera-
bility make it public, and if so how?” and the related question of “Should we actively look for such
vulnerabilities?”
Ozment (2005) looks at the question of rediscovery. If the discoverer chooses not to make the
vulnerability information public, what are the chances that it will be rediscovered and made public
anyway? Ozment uses empirical data from an open source project to estimate the occurrence of
rediscovery. This question could benefit from an economic model for better understanding.
Often, when people discover vulnerabilities, they notify the vendor and allow them to fix the
problem before make the vulnerability information public. However, vendors have the incentive to
slowly fix the problem so as to put off the public relations problem of having a known vulnerability.
The community of people who look for vulnerabilities have responded to this by implementing
‘disclosure policies’ that specify maximum time lengths to wait for a vendor fix before public
disclosure. Arora, Telang, and Xu (2004) asks what the optimal policy would look like considering
the need for public disclosure and the interests of the vendors.
One unanswered question in this area concerns severity of vulnerabilities. Not all vulnerabilities
were born equal – some have more severe security consequences than others, both because of how
they are used and because of inherent properties. Should all vulnerabilities be treated the same, and
if not, how should more severe vulnerabilities be treated differently? When is it worse to disclose
the vulnerability information publicly than to keep it a secret? And if security professionals adopt a
policy of keeping severe vulnerabilities secret, does that reduce the incentive for software companies
to secure the highly-sensitive parts of their software?
2.2.2 Incentives for Discovery
Rescorla (2004) addresses the effects of disclosure on the software that contains the flaws, and
discovers no evidence that this disclosure has lead to an increase in quality. This weakens the
argument that discovery of vulnerabilities is good for social welfare. However, there are still many
open questions about this. How can we accurately measure the impact of disclosure on the software
that contained the flaw? Rescorla really is looking to see if we appear to be exhausting the possible
vulnerabilities, and finds that we aren’t. It would be interesting to see if public disclosure causes
future versions to be more secure.
Anderson (2004) looks at differences in software (open source software versus proprietary soft-
ware) and studies whether vulnerabilities are easier to find in one type or the other. He concludes
that in a perfect world both types of software are equivalent, but under more realistic assumptions
there is a difference. He also attempt to characterize what assumptions lead to which differences.
It is an open question whether easier-to-discover vulnerabilities benefit the attacker or defender
more. Attackers may have less trouble finding vectors of attack with easy-to-find vulnerabilities,
but defenders have less trouble finding and patching these bugs also.
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2.2.3 Vulnerabilities and Markets
Schechter (2002) originally proposed having a market for vulnerability information. Since vulnera-
bility information indirectly contains information about the quality of software, software companies
can use this market to purchase vulnerability information and publicly prove statements about
quality.
This opens up a host of new issues, though. The most important is ‘What kind of statements can
software companies credibly make using a vulnerability market?’ Schechter suggests ‘The security
vulnerabilities in my software are more difficult to find than the ones in my competitor’s software’,
but this is not the only possible statement. Care must be taken with these statements, though.
Many ‘snake-oil’ cryptography companies have tried to use ‘challenges’ to achieve the same end,
but since they were never collected on they actually provided very little information.
Often, skilled hackers will not participate in these markets. How well can these markets work
when there is only a small set of people looking for vulnerabilities? I suspect that absolute state-
ments about quality cannot be made, but relative statements can be.
Ozment (2004) studies what the best method of implementing such markets would be, and
suggests that a Vickrey auction would serve well.
2.3 Spam
Spam email is a problem that haunts everyone with an email address. It arises from an incentive
problem where it is extremely cheap to send lots of untargeted messages to unwilling recipients, but
these messages then cause an information overload problem for the recipients. Spam is a security
problem since spammers and recipients are in an adversarial setting, and therefore spammers work
hard to get around any anti-spam (security) measures that the recipient puts in place. Spam is
also related to computer security because:
• Spam is often sent out by computers that have been hacked, much the same way viruses are
sent out via email.
• Spam is sometimes used to gain vital security information through fraudulent messages and
websites. This is called phishing for information. This information can then be used to access
bank accounts and such.
The overarching question for this area is How can we prevent unwanted spam messages from
consuming our attention without harming third parties and their ability to communicate? I focus
first on technological solutions and then on economic solutions.
2.3.1 Technological Solutions
There have been a number of technological solutions that have been proposed and used. These
solutions have varying degrees of success, but almost all of these solutions have unintended social
consequences that can’t be measured in traditional measures like ‘number of messages.’ It is
important to understand these consequences when evaluating these solutions.
One proposed solution is to require email senders to ‘pay’ by proving that they have done
some amount of a time-consuming calculation. Laurie and Clayton (2004) gives evidence that this
solution will not work because the amount of work required to noticeably reduce spam email will
also noticeably reduce or eliminate legitimate email.
Another proposed solution is to block the IP address (Internet address) of the machines sending
the spam, or more effectively to block the whole ISP of the machines sending spam. Serjantov and
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Clayton (2005) attempt to calculate the effect that blocking an ISP will have on other consumers
by looking at email communication patterns and determining the number of affected consumers.
They conclude that email blocking is not a feasible strategy without affecting a large proportion of
email communications.
A very popular spam solution is to use technological filters. It is an open question to what
extend these filters cause problems in email. Richardson, Resnick, Hansen, Derry, and Rideout
(2002) conducted a study of web filters to determine how much legitimate web traffic they blocked.
A similar study of email would be useful. If technological email filters disproportionately block
certain types of communications, then it is likely that they will be ineffective for people who
regularly partake in such communications.
One promising solution involves using ‘secure email addresses.’ (Gabber, Jakobsson, Matias,
and Mayer, 1998) This paper proposes a largely technical solution that uses separate email addresses
for each possible use, and then allows users to block certain incoming addresses if spammers use
them. This paper includes an economic adversarial model of email and analyzes the solution in
this model.
2.3.2 Economic Solutions
Since these purely technical solutions have not been effective enough, there have been attempts
to use economic mechanism design to provide a solution. Loder, van Alstyne, and Wash (2004)
propose a payment mechanism for email, and give an economic model for studying this mechanism.
They also compare this mechanism with technological filtering and a government tax. This model
only considers individual emails, and does not account for non-email considerations. It is an open
question if people’s use of email will change with such a mechanism in place.
There have been a number of proposals for regulatory solutions to spam, including forced
labeling, taxes, and increased penalties for spammers. It is an open question as to the effectiveness
of these solutions in an adversarial setting, for example when spammers can leave the jurisdiction
fairly easily to avoid these laws.
2.4 Privacy
Privacy is often a hotly-debated topic. Identity theft is a common worry on the Internet, and many
companies exist to fight this problem. Consumers say they are very reluctant to disclose their
personal information for fear that it can be used against them. Inadequate security often leads to
unintended disclosure of personal information. Yet despite all of this, consumers have repeatedly
shown themselves willing to trade their privacy for very small amounts of money, a candy bar, or
a couple cents discount at the grocery store.
Firms have the incentive to collect personal information. It can allow them to better distinguish
between customers, which enables price discrimination. Additionally, firms have little incentive to
actually protect this private data once they have collected it compared to the people the data is
about who stand to suffer if the data is in the wrong hands.
The overarching question in this are is How valuable is the privacy of personal information and
what is the best way to ensure this privacy?
In this section, I focus on three main issues related to the economics of privacy. First, what are
the incentives for firms to collect personal information? Second, I look at the underlying causes of
the privacy paradox and for possible solutions. Finally, I look at the practical problem of protecting
private information from abuse and insuring its value is properly taken into account.
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2.4.1 Incentives to Collect Personal Information
Odlyzko (2003) and Acquisti and Varian (2005) both study how the ability to price discriminate,
or charge different types of people different prices, motivates firms to collect personal information.
Acquisti and Varian (2005) actually find that online, firms normally do not have the incentive to
collect personal information for price discrimination, but if they can customize their service for
individuals then they do have such an incentive. An open question is, in practice, how strong are
these incentives to collect personal information? What reasons other than price discrimination and
customization would firms collect personal information?
Most firms that collect personal information have a posted ‘privacy policy’ that states what
the firm is allowed and not allowed to do with the information. However, there is little legal
enforcement of these policies. An interesting question would be to see how violating such a policy
affects the firm’s profits, if at all. Also, how does putting stronger penalties for violation influence
their incentives to collect the information? One strategy to prevent violating such policies is to
change the policy when needed rather than violate it. How can this loophole be closed?
2.4.2 The Privacy Paradox
There is a well-known paradox related to privacy. When asked a hypothetical question about their
personal privacy, people are adamant about how it should be protected. They tend to value their
privacy highly. However, when put to the task and forced to make a decision about revealing
their private information for a small reward, they frequently choose the reward over keeping their
information. An important question in this area asks why people behave like this. Which answer
is really accurate, the high valuation in a hypothetical, or the low valuation in a choice scenario?
A second question is how to correct for this, or to induce people to act appropriately.
Acquisti (2004b) looks at the first question and proposes a theory of immediate gratification.
This theory states that people disproportionately value having something now, and do not rationally
discount future periods. He describes experiments to validate this, and some of the consequences of
such a decision rule. This work assumes that the high hypothetical value of private data is accurate,
and the choice that people make is not in their self interest. Is there a similar theory based on the
opposite assumption?
2.4.3 Protecting Privacy
In the end, what people really care about is protecting their privacy. However, since private data is
extremely useful, people don’t just want to keep it a secret at all costs. Revealing this information
to companies can be beneficial to all parties involved. However, consumers want to know that
companies will properly protect their personal information.
Varian (1996) proposes giving consumers property rights over personal information about them.
This is the current solution in use in Europe. Varian analyzes this idea and studies various policy
levers that are available. He concludes with a warning that too rigid of property rights could
stifle business. It is an open question what type of property rights would be most appropriate for
personal information. It is also not clear if such a protection scheme would provide the appropriate
incentives for companies to protect personal data when you take into account transaction costs of
enumerating permissions.
Samuelson (2000) looks at two different methods of protection: property rights, and a market-
based scheme. The market-based scheme is based on default licenses and explicit rules for violating
these licenses. These would provide legal remedies for consumers against companies who violate
their posted privacy policies. She advocates the market-based scheme since it adapts better.
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For both of the above schemes, it is important to take into account the privacy paradox. How
does people’s irrationality affect the efficiency of these protection schemes? Do either of these
schemes get around the paradox problem, and if not can we devise a scheme that does?
2.5 Spending and Investment
Spending on information security technologies is a risky but necessary business. First of all, IT (and
security in particular) is not a profit center. Also, security, unlike IT, is not an enabling technology,
so its benefits cannot be measured by increases. Security is a risk management technology, meaning
that it attempts to prevent or control the losses associated with security breaches, and its impact is
a reduction in the cost of doing business. This distinction is even more important for home users,
who don’t have the time or skills to do complex risk management.
Firms are trying to figure out how much they should spend on protecting their information
resources. The security industry says that businesses aren’t spending enough (obviously). Stock-
holders are saying that they are spending too much. Until, that is, the firm has a security breach,
at which point the stockholders are upset that more wasn’t spent. Overall, the question that firms
have is How much should we spend on information security, and how should we spend it?
To answer the first part of the question, Adkins (2004) develop a model based on insurance and
financial derivatives to determine how much the security would be worth (as a risk management
strategy) to a business. To answer the second part, Gordon and Loeb (2002) develop a return-
on-investment (ROI) system for determining whether a specific technology is worth investing in.
They conclude that often it is not worth spending to protect the most vulnerable systems, and
that spending should be significantly less than the value being protected to maximize the expected
value of the investment.
These papers do not fully answer the question, though. They are more like starting points.
Camp andWolfram (2000) shows that information security has strong externalities, and individually
rational spending decisions are unlikely to allocate the proper amount to the problem. I am also
interested in how complementarities between targets affects vulnerability. If two systems have
information that is complementary, then a hackers incentive to break into both is greater than
their incentives to break into them separately.
Another important question concerns the feasibility of ‘security insurance.’ Businesses will want
to insure against security breaches, but security breaches have a number of issues that complicate
insurance. Specifically: there is often correlated risk, there is little data about their frequency of
occurrence, it is difficult to value losses due to stolen information, and losses are due to the malicious
behavior of other people, not due to exogenous random forces. An open question is ‘What is the
best way to get around these problems to provide affordable insurance?’
2.6 Security Breaches
Security breaches are a fact of life. Most large companies have to deal with them occasionally (and
sometimes more than occasionally). After a breach, there is a lot of obvious cleanup that needs to
be done, such as reinstalling the compromised computers, figuring out what the attacker has done,
and repairing any damage caused. But there are also a number of non-obvious decisions that need
to be made by the compromised firms.
One beginning question is how much damage do these security breaches cause? This question
is important in risk calculations, for buying insurance, and for planning. Campbell, Gordon, Loeb,
and Zhou (2003) used stock market data to estimate the damage that various security breaches
caused. They found that certain types of breaches, specifically those involving the compromise of
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sensitive data, are more damaging than others. This is not the end of the story, however. It would
be useful to break these costs down into its components: How much was spent on cleanup? How
much was lost due to damage? How much did people’s opinions of the firm decrease due to the
security problem?
Another important question in this area regards sharing information about these security
breaches with others. This information can be very useful in preventing future breaches. How-
ever, this information also generally has negative public relations value, and therefore firms are
naturally reluctant to share it. Gal-Or and Ghose (2003) uses a game theory model to study the
incentives that firms have to share such information, specifically in the context of industry orga-
nizations created for this purpose. They find results that security investment and security breach
information are ‘strategic complements’, sharing alliances are more beneficial in more competitive
industries, and benefits increase with the size of the firm.
Open questions still remain. Can the government use any public policy mechanisms to increase
the amount of sharing of security breach information? And is such sharing beneficial? California
has a mandatory disclosure law that states all firms in California must notify all California citizens
when their personal information is stolen via a computer security breach. While this law is mainly
a privacy law, it also serves to inform other firms about security breaches in California.
2.7 Global Insecurity
Camp and Wolfram (2000) point out that information security has a strong externality component
to its value. Since the Internet breaks down geographic borders, hackers in Asia can break into
10,000 vulnerable machines in Europe and then use those machines to conduct a Denial-of-Service
attack on an American business. In fact, in early 2000 hackers used even more machines than that
in a distributed denial of service attack on eBay, Yahoo!, CNN, and more. The machines used were
distributed across the globe.
This fact is even more apparent when you consider computer viruses and worms. There have
been a number of major worm outbreaks. The Code-Red worm was extremely damaging: “359,104
hosts were compromised in approximately 13 hours.”2 Tracking and stopping these worms is
becoming more and more difficult as the adversaries get better at writing these worms. The
Sapphire worm exemplified this problem. It was the fastest-spreading worm observed yet: “It
infected more than 90 percent of vulnerable hosts within 10 minutes.”3 Fortunately, techniques
for after-the-fact analysis are improving (Kumar, Paxson, and Weaver, 2005). Weaver and Paxson
(2004) studied the question of how much economic damage could possibly be done by a worm, and
the result is rather large (on the order of $50 billion).
The causes of this global insecurity are both technical and economic in nature. Technically, it is
very difficult to secure that many machines. But economically, it is even more difficult because all of
these machines are subject to distributed control, and their owners do not feel most of the damage
their insecurity can cause. Geer, Bace, Gutmann, Metzger, Pfleeger, Quartermann, and Schneier
(2003) describes how diversity is beneficial to prevent these types of problems, but individuals do
not have any incentive toward diversity in their software purchasing decisions.
It is an open question what the best way is to provide stronger incentives to individuals to
account for this externality. There have been proposals for liability whenever your computer is
used to attack another. This solution has problems (the transactions costs of suing 100,000 people
is prohibitive), but a full analysis has yet to be done. Another proposal concerns mandatory
2http://www.caida.org/analysis/security/code-red/coderedv2_analysis.xml
3http://www.caida.org/outreach/papers/2003/sapphire/sapphire.html
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information security insurance to attempt to centralize the risk. More work along these lines would
be very valuable.
2.8 Theory
Information security has some interesting theoretical properties that make it quite unique and
interesting to study. First of all, there is an adversarial relationship between the parties involved.
This does not usually mean that one person’s utility function appears in another’s (such as in
negative altruism), but that they are both correlated with some external effect, and in opposite
directions. For example, a hacker’s utility is positively correlated with their success in hacking, and
the defender’s utility is negatively correlated. However, these agents make rational choices, and as
such do not always act in strictly opposed ways.
Another property that makes it interesting is that security is almost always characterized by
imperfect and asymmetric information. Without the ability to observe the actions of attackers,
it is difficult to tell the difference between the hacker choosing not to attack (the security system
working), and the security system failing silently. This causes difficulty in evaluating security
systems, and consequently difficulty in practically reasoning about them. Also, there is imperfect
information over time, and systems once thought secure are no longer after a vulnerability is
discovered. The information about the security of systems is also asymmetric, with hackers often
knowing different things than defenders.
Information security is also characterized by the low marginal costs of information goods. Pro-
tecting information from compromise is difficult because it is so costless to transfer it anywhere on
the Internet. A related problem is that it is possible to separate ‘skill’ and ‘ability’. Skill is the
knowledge of how to be a hacker. Ability is the means to carry out the attack. Ability can be
written into a computer program and automated, but only by a skilled attacker. This means that it
is possible to turn otherwise benign computers into ‘zombie hackers’ that attack other computers at
the skilled hacker’s will. It also means that there exist ‘script kiddies,’ which are mostly unskilled
hackers that use programs written by more skilled hackers to break into systems. This separation
of ‘skill’ and ‘ability’ also enables class attacks, when a hacker attacks a whole class of vulnerable
systems simultaneously. Since the ability to attack can be automated, these attacks can be carried
out rapidly, one after the other, with only microseconds between them. Class attacks are similar
to correlated risk.
Globalization also poses problems for information security. The Internet enables hackers from
anywhere on the globe to attack systems. This larger scale of interest is daunting for people and
businesses who otherwise would only care about local issues. A local pizza delivery business who
wants to accept orders on the Internet now has to suddenly worry about teenage pranksters in
Russia. It also causes problems for the law, as hackers can ‘jurisdiction shop,’ or move to the
country that has the most favorable hacking laws.
Finally, information security has many externalities that complicate market solutions. There
are many network effects in the adoption and use of security products and solutions. For example,
DRM technologies will never be used unless there is a widespread belief that they will because
the content producers would not choose to limit their audience by placing their content on an
unpopular platform. A negative version of this is the monopoly argument in Geer et al. (2003),
where a ‘monoculture’ of software creates increased problems. Another example, discussed in more
detail above, is the externality in vulnerability from Camp and Wolfram (2000), where I am more
insecure the more insecure you are.
Anderson does a good job of describing the difficulties that information security face in his two
main papers on the subject (Anderson, 1993, 2001). He discusses what types of problems cause
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security systems to fail, and concludes that they are mostly problems with people and incentives,
not with the technology. He also discusses how the market for security products is similar to a
lemons market (Akerlof, 1970) because of the difficulty in evaluating security products.
Some of the theoretical work on this topic came from Varian (2002). He was concerned with
the amount of effort the agents involved chose to exert to defend something. He also considers
the adversarial setting where the effect of effort goes in opposite directions for different agents. In
his overly simple world, he concludes that either attackers will give up and defenders will do the
minimum amount of security, or attackers will work hard to succeed, and defenders will work hard
to make sure the attackers don’t have it easy. Which of these two actions will be chosen depends
fully on the relative cost-benefit ratios.
Dekel and Scotchmer (1999) study risk behavior in the context of game theory. They find that
winner-take-all games encourage risky behavior, and in an evolutionary context most people who
play winner-take-all games are risk-loving. This is relevant to security since security is mostly a
winner-take-all game. Therefore, most of the types of people that will become hackers are risk-
loving.
2.8.1 Class Attacks
One type of attack that is more prevalent in information security than traditional security is the class
attack. A class attack is a set of related attacks by a hacker that all exploit the same vulnerability,
or a small set of vulnerabilities. Class attacks are particularly dangerous in information security
because they can be automated and carried out at extremely fast speeds.
Some of the early work on this was done by Schechter and Smith (2003). He develops a model
of a firm evaluating their attractiveness to an attacker that includes the choices of other firms.
If everyone else is using the same software package, then choosing that package increases the
attractiveness by decreasing the average cost of breaking into all of those firms. They also study
the incentives of defenders to collude and share information.
Chen, Kataria, and Krishnan (2005) analyze this problem within a firm. They consider the case
where a firm has many systems and a queue for service and repair. They conclude that having a
diversity of systems rather than a monoculture greatly protects against class attacks and decreases
the repair time for large attacks.
Geer et al. (2003) take this idea and apply it in a larger setting, that of global viruses and
worms. They look at the current situation of having a monopoly vendor for operating systems
(Microsoft), which are the most common target of current attacks on the Internet. They conclude
that the US is vulnerable to attacks on the infrastructure of our information systems because of
this. They recommend diversifying the market.
This brings up an interesting question for innovation policy. Many current thinkers in innovation
policy believe that for these types of information goods, ‘competition for the market’ can replace
‘competition in the market.’ (Scotchmer, 2004) Even though it results in a monopoly it should
not be subject to anti-trust because new innovations can overtake the incumbent technology. It
is an interesting question to consider how class attacks on such a ‘natural monopoly’ change this
reasoning. Is it still OK to allow one firm to dominate a market such as the one for operating
systems if it leaves the US information infrastructure open to attack?
Class attacks are a form of correlated risk. It is interesting to see how they change analysis. For
example, in the DRM work below, I discuss a possible class attack that might change the incentives
for DRM platform providers. Diversity is the most common defense against correlated risk, but
software firms are often not interested in that solution since it means fewer sales for them. Are
there other workable solutions to class attacks and common vulnerabilities that don’t require users
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reducing their purchases?
2.8.2 Cognitive Attacks
Thompson (2002) studies a special type of information security attack – one where the attacker
spreads misinformation for his own gain. The example he uses is a hacker that forged a press
release about a company being investigated by the SEC, and sold that company short. He develops
a general model of this type of attack that uses a horse-race metaphor. He also briefly discusses
countermeasures.
Many attacks fit into this category. One example is email phishing schemes, which are fake
emails that attempt to get users to enter private information on a fake website. Famed hacker
Kevin Mitnick calls these attacks ‘social engineering.’ These attacks take advantage of people’s
trusting nature and/or ignorance. Con artists are the real-world equivalent of hackers who use such
attacks. They fit in the category of ‘information security’ when they involve the use of information
technology, which has a total different set of social assumptions than the real world does. The
globalization of the Internet also means that what is considered unsavory in one culture but not in
another can cross the border very easily.
These attacks are particularly dangerous because they are very difficult to protect against with
technology. There is no technology that can make sure that someone who legitimately has access
to a system is not using it because they were duped by hacker. However, there may be incentive
mechanisms that might be useful against these attacks. It is an open question whether mechanism
design can be used to protect against such attacks.
3 Focusing on Content Provision and Digital Rights Management
Technologies
Piracy of digital goods has become a large problem on the Internet due to its ability to distribute
large quantities of content to large quantities of people at very low cost. As a result, many digital
content producers have turned to technology to insure their revenue stream. These technologies,
collectively known as Digital Rights Management (DRM) technologies, use encryption and other
security technologies to artificially restrict the uses of a digital good.
An example of DRM is Apple’s iTunes FairPlay technology4 for its iTunes Music Store. All
songs downloaded from the store are encrypted by Apple. Apple’s iTunes Music Player, when so
authorized by Apple, will decrypt and play these songs. Apple will only authorize computers after
users have paid for the music. Apple has a set of policies listing what they permit users to do with
songs, including (as of September 6, 2005):
• Authorize up to 5 computers to play the songs
• Transfer any songs to an iPod portable music device
• Burn songs to CD an unlimited number of times
• Burn any single playlist of music to CD up to 7 times
• Re-download the encrypted songs from iTunes Music Store
4http://www.apple.com/iTunes/
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Note that in this example, Apple does not permit their users to copy the music to friends very
easily. Normal music files do not have this restriction, and the only reason this restriction exists is
that it was artificially put there by Apple’s DRM technology. Also notice that the iTunes Music
Player (which runs on the local user’s computer) has the decryption keys stored on the hard drive
so that it can play the music. A sufficiently sophisticated user can always find these keys, decrypt
the music files themselves, and save un-encrypted and therefore unrestricted copies. However, this
act of ‘circumvention’ is costly and time-consuming, and many users either don’t have the requisite
skills or decide that they would rather just pay for the music and live with Apple’s restrictions.
DRM technologies have many effects that must be understood. They reduce the utility to
consumers of digital content by restricting its use. By preventing piracy, they can increase the
content producer’s profit. A side effect of increased profit is an increased incentive for innovation,
leading to more digital content being available. (Scotchmer, 2004) DRM technologies also have
strategic considerations for pricing (Park and Scotchmer, 2004) and flexibility of use (Bergemann
et al., 2005).
Not all digital piracy is bad for the content producers. Oberholzer and Strumpf (2004) do an
empirical study of the music industry and find that despite widespread piracy, the industry is quite
healthy. Givon et al. (1995) use an information diffusion model to estimate that the UK software
industry sees increased sales (on the order of 70%) due to word-of-mouth recommendations of
pirated users. And Sundararajan (2004) develops an economic model of piracy that includes these
beneficial effects of piracy and attempts to develop strategies for profit maximization that include
anti-piracy efforts. This paper, however, does not deal with this aspect of piracy. I assume that
there are no positive producer benefits from piracy (obviously the pirate user benefits).
I am interested in an idea that was first observed by Acquisti (2004a). In that paper, Acquisti
develops a model of platform adoption in the presence of network effects. The DRM technology
makes transferring between two networks (open and DRM networks) possible, but one direction
is costless (open −→ DRM) and the other costly (DRM −→ open). In addition to other results,
Acquisti derives a result that popular content is more likely than niche content to be transferred to
the open platform if it is initially only available on the DRM platform. He therefore concludes that
the success of a DRM platform depends on ‘user-generated’ content (as opposed to ‘widely-popular
vendor-generated’ content).
I use this idea as a basis for studying incentives for innovation in a content industry that uses
DRM technologies. I study the situation where there is a negative network effect in the costs of
‘breaking’ the DRM, or transferring the content from the DRM platform to the open platform.
As content becomes more popular, the average cost of breaking decreases since the content will
more likely fall into the hands of people capable of breaking it, hackers will be more interested
in breaking it because it can be shared farther, or there exist returns to scale to breaking DRM
technologies. In this situation, I hypothesize that content producers will prefer high-value ‘niche’
content over low-value ‘mass-market’ content when using DRM. Here I study the implications of
such a preference.
I first develop an theoretical model that builds upon the model of DRM technologies initially
developed by Park and Scotchmer (2004). I modify this model to include network effects in the
cost of breaking the DRM protection. This is a supply-side network effect, which has not been
studied much in the literature. In order to study different types of content, I use a model of content
originally developed by Mackie-Mason et al. (1996). I expand on their definitions slightly to allow
greater flexibility in decisions of content providers.
After discussing this theoretical work, I move into the real world and discuss some possible
avenues of empirical / econometric research ideas.
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3.1 Model
The DRM industry has three classes of agents: Content Producers, Platform Providers, and Con-
sumers. This is very similar to what economists are currently calling a “two sided market.” (Rochet
and Tirole, 2003) Content producers want to sell their content to consumers, but have the problem
that consumers can then do many things with this content that the producers don’t want them
to, such as share it on the Internet with the consumer’s closest million friends. Platform providers
have the technology that enables consumers to use content, but only if producers have placed their
content on the platform.
All digital content must exist on some type of platform, or combination of hardware and software
that can be used to view/use/access the content. DRM platforms are content platforms that
include some technology that attempts to artificially restrict the content’s use beyond what would
normally be implied by standard technology and legal controls. DRM platform providers then have
to convince both the content producers and the consumers simultaneously to use their platform to
access content.
I model the decision that faces a content producer. Following Park and Scotchmer (2004), my
model of DRM technology has the producer choosing some level of protection, e. This protection
has cost K(e), with K ′(e) > 0 and K ′′(e) > 0. Consumers can purchase this content at price p(q)
from the producer, or they can break the DRM at cost b(e), with b′(e) > 0. (Note that Park and
Scotchmer have b(e) = e). Quantity q will be purchased at price p(q). Therefore, the producer’s
decision problem is
max
p,e
p(q) · q −K(e)
such that
p(q) ≤ b(e)
I now modify this model to include network effects in the cost of breaking. Formally, I redefine
the function b(·) to take a second parameter, qˆ, which is the expected quantity of content that
consumers possess. Therefore, the producer maximization problem is that I consider here is:
max
p,e
p(q) · q −K(e) (1)
such that
p(q) ≤ b(e, qˆ)
Finally, in equilibrium, I set qˆ = q to become a fulfilled-expectations equilibrium. (Katz and
Shaprio, 1985)
I assume that ∂b(e,qˆ)∂qˆ < 0, which means that the cost of breaking decreases as the content
becomes more popular.
Next I model the possible content types that a producer can choose to produce. For simplicity,
I assume that content has a linear demand parameterized by p¯ and q¯. The demand function is
therefore
pp¯,q¯(q) = p¯
(
1− q
q¯
)
(2)
Following Mackie-Mason et al. (1996), I vary content along two axes: content can either be
high-value (p¯ = pH) or low-value (p¯ = pL), and content can either be mass-market (q¯ = qM ) or
niche (q¯ = qN ). These four types of content are illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Four types of Content
3.2 Results
To solve this model, I proceed using a method similar to that which Economides used for network
effects. (Economides, 1996) I first solve for the optimal level of protection e in terms of both the
actual quantity sold, and the quantity expected to be sold. I then proceed with the maximization
of producer utility. Finally, I impose the fulfilled expectations condition.
Now, I define a function f(q, qˆ):
f(q, qˆ) = {e|b(e, qˆ) = p(q)}
= b−1(p(q), qˆ)
f is a function that gives the level of protection e needed to achieve sales of q items given consumer
expectations at level qˆ.
The producer decision now can be written as
max
q
p(q) · q −K(f(q, qˆ))
After solving this for q, I can impose the fulfilled expectations condition to arrive at the final profit.
For comparison, a pure monopolist’s decision (absent illegitimate copying) is
max
q
p(q) · q
I can now show some interesting comparative statics about my model. But first I will describe
a useful theorem from the paper ‘Monotone Comparative Statics’ by Milgrom and Shannon. A
function f(x, t) has increasing differences in (x, t) if ∀x′ ≥ x′′, t′ ≥ t′′f(x′, t′)−f(x′, t′′) ≥ f(x′′, t′)−
f(x′′, t′′), or equivalently f(x, t′)− f(x, t′′) is increasing in x. Now the useful theorem:
Theorem 1 Let f : R×R→ R. If f(x, t) has increasing differences in (x, t), then argmaxxf(x, t)
is weakly increasing in t.
Proof This theorem is shown in more general form as Theorem 5 in Milgrom and Shannon (1994).
Now I can compare the producer’s decisions about quantity and price under monopoly and
under DRM:
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Lemma 1 In a world where a producer has to use DRM to prevent copying, he sells more units at
a lower price than he would as a monopolist, as long as ∂f∂q +
∂f
∂qˆ < 0. If this condition is reversed,
then he sells fewer goods at a higher price.
Proof Define h(q, t) = p(q)·q−t·K(f(q, qˆ)). Notice here that t = 0 corresponds to the monopolist’s
decision problem, and t = 1 corresponds to a DRM producer’s decision problem. I want to show
that h(q, t) has increasing differences in (q, t). If h(q, t) has increasing differences, then by the
Theorem 1 above, argmaxq h(q, t) is increasing in t. This would mean that the producer’s optimal
q is greater in a DRM world than as a monopolist. A direct consequence of this is that the price
charged is less (assuming downward-sloping demand curves).
To show increasing differences of h(q, t), I need to show that h(q, t′)− h(q, t′′) is increasing in q
for t′ > t′′:
h(q, t′)− h(q, t′′) = p(q) · q − t′ ·K(f(q, q))−(
p(q) · q − t′′ ·K(f(q, q)))
= (t′′ − t′) ·K(f(q, q))
Since t′′− t′ < 0, what remains is to show that K ′(f(q, q)) ·f ′(q, q) < 0 Now K ′ > 0 by assumption.
Now, I need f ′(q, q) = f1(q, q) + f2(q, q) < 0. Remember that f(q, qˆ) = b−1(p(q), qˆ). Now be > 0,
so b−1p > 0, and b−1q = b−1p · pq < 0. Therefore, f1 < 0.
If I define h(q, t) = p(q) · q+ t ·K(f(q, qˆ)), then t = 0 is still the monopoly situation, and t = −1
is the DRM problem. It can be shown that h(q, t) has increasing differences iff f1+ f2 > 0. By the
theorem above, this h(q, t having I.D. means that the producer’s chosen q is higher under monopoly
than DRM.
This result makes sense. In the DRM world, a content producer has to compete with illegitimate
copies of its own content. It can set the price of the illegitimate copies, but only at a cost. (This is
similar to the literature on raising rivals costs (Salop and Scheffman, 1983) in antitrust economics.)
This competition forces it to lower prices and increase demand. A similar result was in Park and
Scotchmer (2004).
The condition also makes sense. It basically says a producer will only lower quantity to fight
off piracy when lowering quantity has more benefit in the battle than raising the strength of DRM
does.
Now I use a numerical example to prove my main proposition:
Proposition 1 There exists a situation where a monopoly content provider would be indifferent
between niche and mass-market goods, but a content provider using DRM would prefer a niche good
to a mass-market good.
Proof Assume the following:
p(q) = p¯
(
1− q
q¯
)
b(q, qˆ) = e− 1
4
qˆ
K(e) = α · e2 b−1(p, qˆ) = p+ 1
4
qˆ
b−1(q, qˆ) = f(q, qˆ) = p¯
(
1− q
q¯
)
+
1
4
qˆ
Solving the profit maximization problem, I find that
q =
p¯+ 2α p¯q¯ (p¯+ qˆ)
2 p¯q¯ + 2α
(
p¯
q¯
)2
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Here I let α = 1. Now, I have two goods that were defined above:
Niche: p¯ = 2, q¯ = 1
Mass Market: p¯ = 1, q¯ = 2
With the linear demand curve I use, a monopolist will always set p∗ = 12 p¯, q
∗ = 12 q¯, and pi =
1
4 p¯q¯.
As such, a monopolist would be indifferent between these two goods.
By plugging in these numbers, it is easy to see that profit for the niche good is greater than the
profit for the mass market good under DRM.
3.3 Various Effects of DRM
In this research, I take a consumer-centric approach, studying the effects of this insight on consumer
welfare. Since the use of DRM technology is voluntary on the part of the content producer, it will
only undertake this technology if it improves its welfare. I am primarily concerned with public policy
questions: Is this change in content provision troubling? What policy levers exist for lawmakers to
correct for this content provision?
To understand the effects on consumer welfare, I compare the DRM situation with the no-DRM
situation. The no-DRM situation is not straightforward to model either. I begin by looking at two
simplified extremes as strawmen: that in which illegal copying doesn’t happen (this corresponds
to the ‘perfect legal enforcement’ world of Park and Scotchmer (2004)), and that of fully-rational
consumers (who, in the absence of DRM, copy everything and never pay). These are both extremes,
and neither of these exist in the real world. However, it is illustrative to study them as the real
world is somewhere between them.
I model the no-copying world as a normal monopoly situation. The producer attempts to
maximize p · q. Since my demands are linear, he would always choose 12 p¯ and consequently 12 q¯,
leaving profits 14 p¯q¯. He will choose content in the ‘normal’ ordering.
In the fully-rational world, consumers will choose to copy content if at all possible. To incor-
porate this into my model, force e = 0. Consumers have the choice of paying price p or copying for
b(0, qˆ). For simplicity, assume that when b(0, qˆ) = b0 for all qˆ. This means that the base cost of
copying b0 is constant and independent of both quantity sold and DRM technology. In this world, a
producer will be forced to choose p = b0 if they want any sales at all. Therefore, his surplus will be
b0 ·p−1(b0) = b0 · q¯
(
1− b0p¯
)
. He will choose content ordered primarily by q¯, preferring mass-market
content over niche content.
Another consideration is an intermediate world. For example, consider the world where there
are α consumers who refuse to copy, and 1− α consumers who are fully rational.
I also consider heterogeneity of consumers breaking cost. Consider a cumulative distribution
function F (b; e, qˆ) where F is the proportion of the population who’s breaking cost is less than b.
If I assume F (·; e′, qˆ) >FSD F (·; e, qˆ) when e′ > e, then I have a similar model to that given above.
This heterogeneity can be because of different skills, or it can be because of differences in consumers
distaste for illegal copying.
I am concerned with the choice of competing DRM technologies. Consider multiple DRM
platform vendors, each of which offer different levels of protection at different costs. Are their
strategic considerations that competition in DRM platforms bring about that effect consumer
welfare? There are many issues here including adoption decisions including network effects.
Another line of inquiry concerns the concept of a ‘class break.’ A class break is what happens
when a hacker breaks the underlying security technology, thereby also breaking all current and
future instances of that technology. (Chen et al., 2005) A class break would break the encryption
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protecting the content, leaving all content on the DRM platform available for copying. If the cost
or likelihood of a class break depends on the total number of copies of content sold (or on the
average quantity per piece of content, or on the quantity of the most popular piece of content),
then a DRM platform provider may have an incentive to restrict what content is available on his
platform. They may prefer high-value niche content to try to keep the incentives for a class break
low. How does this situation compare to an ‘aware‘ network from Mackie-Mason et al. (1996)?
Does this lead to a ‘natural oligopoly’ where there is a diversity of DRM platforms each of which
have a moderate amount of content?
This research also raises a question of content provision under different innovation incentive
schemes. For example, are there likely to be different types of content created when there is a
reward scheme rather than an intellectual property scheme, as in Shavell and van Ypersele (2001)?.
3.4 Empirical Evaluation
Another method of determining if this predisposition to using DRM on niche content really exists is
to do an econometric study of a content industry that uses DRM, such as the online music industry,
or the DVD sales market. Apple’s iTunes Music Store is a good instance of such an online market.
Apple’s iTunes Music Store (iTMS) is an online interface to purchasing and downloading music
in electronic form. Apple uses its FairPlay DRM technology to restrict the uses of the songs that
are downloaded. iTMS uses a one-size-fits-all DRM technology, and all of the music has the same
restrictions. Music producers and distributors can choose which songs in their catalog to make
available via iTMS. They also have the option of making certain songs only available as a bundle
– you must buy the whole album to get the song.
I think it would be interesting to validate this idea my looking at the data generated by iTMS
to determine if there is an effect on content provision. It is possible to get price data directly
from iTMS. Quantity data, however, is not as directly observable. However, there are many music
industry sources that publish some amount of quantity data on overall industry sales of specific
songs. Or at least, they have rank indicators like the Billboard Top 100. I believe that this whole-
industry quantity data is more relevant to my study than just the iTMS quantity data would
be.
One complication is how to measure a change in content provision. I initially considered looking
at time-series data to see how the distribution of quantities in the music industry changed as they
began introducing music on the Internet. However, it would be very difficult to disentangle the
effect of DRM on content provision from the effect that piracy has on content provision. The model
above may give some predictions that can be measured in such a way, for example if piracy and
DRM have opposite effects on content provision.
A better approach that can be done now is to look at the choices of the individual content
producers in placing their content on iTMS. Some producers have chosen to only list certain songs
on iTMS, and keep other songs unavailable through these electronic means. I would look to see if
there is a correlation between these choices and the popularity of the songs. If more popular songs
are excluded from being listed on iTMS, then this offers evidence toward validating my model.
4 Conclusions
The Economics of Security is a recent area of study that has many practical implications and many
open questions. I have identified 8 major sub-areas of study in this field, looked at major results and
open question in these sub-areas. Then I focused on one open question in the area of Digital Rights
Management technologies. I developed a theoretical model that can be used to answer a number
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of real-world questions in this area, and identified and motivated some of these questions. Finally,
I sketched an empirical study that would begin to validate some of the ideas in this theoretical
model.
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